
THE PLACE: Housed in a carefully restored Victorian in the heart 

of downtown Guelph, Greengate Interiors focuses on creating a 

feeling of beauty and design by offering an eclectic mix of home 

furnishings and accessories. “It’s a blend of contemporary design 

and antique chic in a restored turn of the century home,” says 

owner Kim Green. As you journey from room-to-room and floor-

to-floor you will quickly discover pieces displayed, as they would 

be in your own home. Every detail is included, from candles to wall 

hangings. Greengate Interiors is your premiere destination for 

elegant interior furnishings and consultation. “We help our clients 

not only with furniture placement, but with completing the whole 

room,” says Kim.

THE STYLE: Traditional and contemporary immediately come to 

mind when describing Greengate Interiors. Kim says she believes 

in creating spaces that reflect a person’s individual style. Unique 

furnishings, prints, custom florals, paint, new and reclaimed furniture 

and accessories are just a few of the fantastic finds throughout the 

rooms. A lamp made of gears captures a rustic-retro look and will 

add a sleek design element to your office space or sitting area. On 

the wall hangs a giant movie reel, a throwback to the classic days of 

Hollywood with a modern desire to capture the past. 

WHAT’S HOT: Greengate Interiors is the perfect spot to find a gift 

for that special someone or capture a new look for your home. Kim 

suggests going with items that are simplistic but make a statement. 

“I enjoy larger items, but less of them. You want to make an impact,” 

she says. “Adding statement pieces such as a soft, neutral tone 

sofa from Rowe Furniture and carefully placed feather-down toss 

cushions can provide both warmth and style in any room.”

SEASONAL: Embrace winter this year with a collection of warm 

designer elements in cool hues. “Our clients love our Beanpod Soy 

Candles,” says Kim, adding they come in a variety of light colours 

and scents. Soft, knitted throws in gorgeous charcoal add an 

additional element of warmth and comfort on a cold night. 

FAVOURITES: Robin Bruce feather down throw cushions, 

available in a variety of fabrics and colours, are a winter favourite 

this year. Kim says light, white and cream colours can emphasize 

a darker piece. Find the style and colour that suits your room with 

a professional and personalized consultation.

WHERE: 137 Norfolk Street, Guelph

519.763.8153, www.greengateinteriors.com  OHWHERE ELEGANT 
INTERIORS BEGIN
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